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3I Introduction and Historical Overview
The subject of gaseous detectors for detecting ionizing radiation has always been a
fascinating one since the last several decades. Radiation is a far-reaching tool to study
the fine structure of matter and the forces between elementary particles. Instruments
to detect radiation find their applications in several fields of research. To investigate
matter, three types of radiation are available: photons, neutrons and charged particles.
Each of them has its own way to interact with material, and with the sensitive volume
of the detector. The interaction mechanisms have been well studied and are
documented in several references [1]. Photons in the meV-eV range permit
spectroscopy, i.e. to probe the energy level of atoms, molecules or solids. The
penetrating power of X-ray photons is exploited in radiography, tomography and
imaging for e.g. of tumors, in hospitals and medical or biological studies. In
engineering similar techniques aid in the verification of the quality and composition
of materials, for example to detect defects. High energy charged particles are used as
projectiles in nuclear and high energy physics (HEP) experiments to investigate the
elementary building blocks and forces of nature. The large physics experiments
involve very large international collaborations as they are based on accelerators used
to accelerate and eventually provide collisions with these particles. Overviews of HEP
experiments may be found in numerous references, of which some are quoted here
[2].
The first documented gas radiation detector was the gold leaf electroscope, of the
eighteenth century: two thin gold leaves inside a volume of air fly away from each
other when like charges are placed on them, measuring, as it were, the integrated total
charge deposited on them from the outside. This was followed by the ionization
chamber of Rutherford and Geiger which, in essence was the first proportional
counter since it produces a pulse of charge for each incident radiation in the gas
inside. Visualization of high density tracks came with the Cloud Chamber in which
saturated air with water vapor was contained inside a chamber fitted with a movable
piston: when moved allows the expansion of the air producing water droplets along
the tracks of any ionizing particle passing through the chamber. This technique
suffered from that it did not offer any time information of the ionizing radiation.
Charged particle detection was revolutionized by the invention in 1968 of the
Multiwire Proportional Chamber (MWPC) by Georges Charpak [3]. Its advanced
derivatives are high accuracy drift chambers (DC) and Time Projection Chambers
(TPC). Despite their various shortcomings, namely modest rate capabilities and
limited two-track resolutions, they have been exploited impressively in a large
number of particle physics experiments providing excellent tracking and momentum
analysis over the last three decades.  Their impact in other fields has been non-
negligible, for e.g. X-ray and medical imaging, UV photon detection, neutron, and
crystal diffraction and other material science studies, astronomy, etc. An example of
radiography shown in Fig. 1 shows the radiography of Charpak’s hand made with a
digital x-ray imaging apparatus based on the MWPC [4] called the Siberian Digital
Radiography System, installed in several hospitals. A large volume detector with
wires oriented towards a narrow fanned beam, it is successfully competing with
traditional film X-ray imagers; the device also delivers a considerably reduced dose to
patients. More details on medical applications may be found in [5]
4In this article I will present some basics and state-of-the-art of multiwire proportional
chambers, and their derivatives for large area and volume detection of incident
radiation. Eventually, their limitations and long term operation will be discussed.3
Fig. 1 A radiograph of G. Charpak’s hand with the Siberian Digital Radiography
System installed in the Hospital St. Vincent, Paris.
II Single Wire Proportional Chamber (SWPC)
Primary and Total Ionization
When ionizing radiation passes through a gas filled SWPC, it releases electron and
ion pairs called primary ionization, Np by collisions with the atoms of the gas.
Generally the resulting primary electron will have sufficient kinetic energy to ionize
other atoms. The total number of thus created electron–ion pairs (Nt) can be much
higher than the primary ionization.
The actual number of primary electron-ion pairs is Poisson distributed
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 The reader may note, since this review is based on lectures, it is a commentary on the figures
provided. All further details may be obtained from the quoted literature.
5The detection efficiency is hence limited to
Therefore, for thin layers this may be significantly lower than unity. For example in
an Argon gas layer of 1 mm, the number of primary electrons is 2.3 hence the
detection efficiency is 0.92. The total number of electron-ion pairs is subject to large,
non-Poissonian fluctuations called Landau tails.
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Fig. 2
Fig. 2 shows the number of electrons per cm in propane, most probable being ~ 48 for
this gas. The Poissonian nature of the distribution is well reproduced by measurement
as well as simulation, the most probable value being 48 for this gas. GARFIELD [6]
is a simulation program for studying gas detectors, in this program the sub program
HEED [7] takes care of the energy loss and cluster production; this plot has been
made using this program.
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The cluster size distribution shown in Fig. 3 for propane, after the rapid initial drop,
the bumps that correspond to interactions in the K, L, M etc shells and for large
cluster sizes an approximately 1/n2 drop. These large clusters are in fact delta
electrons and Heed is capable to reproduce their spatial extent. The most probable



























He 19.8 24.5 41 0.32 4.2 8 5299
Ar 11.6 15.7 26 2.44 23 94 110
Ne 16.67 21.56 36.3 1.56 12 43 345
Xe 8.4 12.1 22 6.76 44 307 15
CF4 12.5 15.9 54 7 51 100 92.4
DME 6.4 10.0 23.9 3.9 55 160 222
CO2 5.2 13.7 33 3.01 35.5 91 183
CH4 9.8 15.2 28 1.48 25 53 646
C2H6 8.7 11.7 27 1.15 41 111 340
i-C4H10 6.5 10.6 23 5.93 84 195 169
The detectors capable of identifying primary clusters, typically provide a better
energy resolution. Energy loss is also a technique for incident particle identification,
as exemplified in a measurement from [8] in fig 5. Table 1 gives the basic properties
of some typical wire chamber gases obtained from various sources; see bibliography.
Even 100 electron-ion pairs are not easy to detect since typically the equivalent noise
of an amplifier is ~ 1000 e. Therefore one needs to increase the number of electron-
ion pairs. This is achieved by ‘gas amplification’.
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For a counter with wire radius a =10 µm, cathode radius b =10 mm:   C • 8 pF/m
Fig. 6 Schematics of the operation of a Single Wire Proportional Chamber [9]
Fig. 6 shows a schematic of the operation of a single wire proportional counter. In the
cylindrical field geometry the electrons drift towards the anode wire in an increasing
electric field. Close to the anode wire, the field is sufficiently high Ethreshold, (several
9kV/cm) to result in further ionization by electrons released in the gas volume, the
number N at a given time will be given by:
Where D is the First Townsend Coefficient or the number of ionizing collisions
(number of electron-ions pairs created) per cm of drift, and is given by
Where O is the mean free path between collisions. For low energies,
Where H is the characteristic energy of the electron. The multiplication factor or gain
may be given as
More details on calculations and parameterization of gain may be found references
[10].
Fig. 7 shows the cross section of different kinds of collisions which an electron can
experience in argon. One sees that the energy dissipation is mainly by ionization;
noble gases have high specific ionization. De-excitation of noble gas atoms is only
possible via emission of photons for e.g. 11.6 eV in argon; this is above the ionization
threshold of metals, for e.g. Cu is 7.7 eV. Photo-extraction from the cathode results in
new avalanches (Malter Effect) and eventually a state of permanent discharges is
reached.
A solution is to add polyatomic gases as quenchers. Fig. 8 shows the cross section of
electrons in Carbon dioxide. There are many vibrational and rotational energy levels,
thus facilitating the absorption of photons in a large energy range. Energy dissipation
is also possible by dissociation into smaller molecules. In methane for example the


























Fig. 7 Cross Section of electron collisions in argon
Fig. 8 Cross Section of electron collisions in carbon-dioxide
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Fig. 9 Townsend Coefficient D measured for argon-methane mixtures [11]
Fig. 9 shows the measured values of Townsend Coefficient in some argon-methane
gas mixtures; the present version4 of Garfield has incorporated in it a monte carlo
version of the electron transport program MAGBOLTZ (NMONTE, IMONTE) which
gives good estimates of the Townsend coefficient.  As sketched in figure 6 the
advancing electrons towards the anodes multiply and within a few wire radii form an
avalanche within < 1ns. A signal is induced on both the anode and cathode due to the
moving charges; both electrons and ions, their speeds determined by the local electric
fields:
Electrons are collected by the anode wire and dr is very small ~ few µm; hence
electrons contribute very little to the signal, with a time constant such that it is
impossible to have only an electron signal. The ions have to drift back to the cathode,
since most of them are created in the avalanche close to the anode, Hence dr is big,
and the major contribution to the signal is from the ions as sketched in fig. 10. The
signal duration being limited by total ion drift time, electronic signal differentiation is
needed to limit dead time.
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Different shaping (RC) times
Fig. 10 Schematic of electron and ion component of signal
Modes of Operation
Fig. 11 shows the operation modes of a proportional chamber.
As the voltage on the anode wire is increased from zero, various modes of operation
of the wire chamber are encountered. Referring to fig. 11, zone I is the recombination
13
mode where the field is not high enough for the primary electrons to drift to the
anode, and they are lost by recombination to the positive ions.  The second region (II)
is the ionization mode where the field is high enough for the electrons to reach the
anode, but still not enough to multiply. Neverthless all of them are collected.
Region III is called the proportional mode region; here, above the critical or threshold
voltage multiplication starts and the detected signal is proportional to the original
ionization, thus the chamber can be used for an energy measurement (dE/dx).
Nevertheless, the secondary avalanches have to be quenched since gains can reach up
to 105 in the proportional mode.
Increasing the voltage further one encounters the region of limited proportionality
(IV) where multiplication reaches saturation. The gain no longer increases with
voltage but the avalanche transits into a streamer as shown in Fig.11. In this region of
operation there is a strong probability of photoemission from the avalanches where
secondary avalanches merge with the original avalanche creating a streamer (V). This
mode of operation has the advantage of very large gains (1010) hence simple
electronics. Nevertheless the gas mixtures requires a strong quencher as one of its
components. This mode of operation has been applied in several experiments [12]
where cheap large area coverage is needed.
Increasing the voltage still further one reaches the Geiger or discharge mode which is
dominated by tremendous amount of photoemission where the full length of the anode
wire is arrested by the avalanche. To operate in this mode the HV needs to be pulsed
and very strong quenchers are needed as well.
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Fig. 13 (b) Main and escape peaks in argon mixtures
A typical measurement of pulse height spectra from an Fe55 source is shown in Fig
12, where the main peak corresponds to 5.9 keV, accompanied by a small escape
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peak. Increasing the voltage the peak shifts in proportion to the gain achieved as a
result of the increased electric field in the counter.
Figs. 13 (a) and (b) show a schematic of the formation of the main and escape peak in
argon mixtures.  The sum of a and  b are responsible for the main 5.9 keV peak while
the K-L Fluorescence is responsible for the escape peak, which is ~ 15%.
III Multiwire proportional chambers
Principle of Operation
An MWPC is sketched in Fig 14. It consists of a plane of sense wires running parallel
to each other enveloped by two cathode planes which can also be a wire plane or
simple metal sheet. The capacitive coupling of non-screened parallel wires and the
negative signal on all the wires resulting from the electron motion and the avalanche
process is compensated by the positive signal induction from the ion avalanche.
Typical parameters are an anode spacing s, of 1 mm, anode to cathode distance of 5
mm, and diameter of anode wires ~ 20 µm. With a digital read-out the spatial












(s  1mm,V x  300Pm)
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 Electric field and potential in the MWPC are:
V(x, y)  CV04SH 0
2Sl
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Capacity per unit length: V(a)=V0 V(l)=0
Since a<<s, C 
2H 0s
l
Typical values of the capacitance per unit length C (in pF/m):
l 2a s(mm)
      (mm)    (µm)        1   2 5
4 20     3.6    5.7   8.1 
8 20     2.0    3.5   5.9












Along the axis (centered on the anode):
For y<<s:
For y>s:
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Fig.15
The avalanche process is not uniformly distributed around the circumference of the
anode. As illustrated in Fig.15 it is concentrated towards the direction where the
primary ionization has taken place. This asymmetry results in the angularly localized
positive ion distribution, the angular charge density being more concentrated in the




















An ode  Di am e t e rs :
1)  1 2 . 7  µm
2)  2 5 . 4  µm
3)  5 0 . 8  µm
4)  1 2 7  m m
Gas  A r - CH
4
 ( 9 0 - 1 0 )
Fig. 16 Avalanche Asymmetry [13]
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The motion of the positive ions induces charge on both cathode planes and the
asymmetry in the ion distribution causes changes in the centroid and the width of the
induced charge distribution. The angular distribution of the avalanche is dependent on
the anode wire diameter, its voltage i.e. avalanche size, gas mixture and the type of
radiation. Fig. 16 shows some results of the angular distribution of the avalanche
around the anode wire in an argon-methane mixture with different anode wire
diameters [13]. The measurements were performed with an azimuthally segmented
cylindrical proportional chamber.
Performance of a position sensitive MWPC
Position Resolution is defined as the standard deviation sigma or the FWHM of the
reconstructed position distribution for a given incident particle or photon the position
of which is a delta function. The position resolution of a detector system is
determined by many factors, such as the signal to noise ratio, the physical spread of
the primary ionization, the spread of the avalanche and the width and incident angle
of the track. Electronics and signal processing is beyond the scope of this article.
A simple model to calculate the induced charge distribution is to use the image charge
method. Ignoring the presence of wires, the system can be considered to consist of
two infinitely parallel conducting planes. The charge created by the anode avalanche
is located in between the two planes. We assume that the charge is pointlike and
located midway between the two planes separated by 2h. The image charges are an
infinite series of point charges at intervals 2h along a line perpendicular to the cathode
planes with alternating polarities. The induced charge distribution is proportional to
the induced electric field at the surface of the cathode plane of interest. It can be
described by a simple expression:
where QA is the avalanche size. The charge distribution along any one dimension can
be derived by integrating the above equation over the other dimension:
A single parameter formula is given here, see [14-17] for details:















K3 is a parameter the value of which depends on the geometry of the chamber, namely
the anode-cathode gap and interanode gap. This is important for designing readout
chambers for large detectors, as we will see in a later section.
Read-out methods of the MWPC
A single plane of a conventional MWPC gives positional information of the incident
particle in one direction, and the position resolution is given by the anode wire pitch
(V=s/sqrt12). An interpolating method is one in which signals from a few read-out
channels (adjacent pads) can be processed to obtain position information much finer
than the read-out spacing. These methods have been used in several detectors, and
they are mainly of three kinds: resistive charge division, geometrical charge division,
and capacitive charge division
1. Charge division with a resistive anode wire:
Resistive electrodes have been used in many forms in radiation detectors.  The most
commonly used position sensitive detectors use the charge division method. Usually a
position resolution V of 0.4 % of the anode wire length is achieved. The charge
division with resistive electrodes is independent of the capacitance and resistance of
the electrode. It is well described in the refs. [15].
2. Resistively coupled Cathode Strips and Wires
Another charge division scheme comprises using the induced charge on the cathode
of an MWPC. As illustrated in fig.17, one or both cathode planes can be sub divided
into strips interconnected by resistors. Certain strips at regular intervals are connected
to charge sensitive preamplifiers. The centroid of the induced charge on the cathode
(in the direction across the strips) can be evaluated by using signals only from a few
read-out channels. This method equally applies to the special cases of cathode strips
individual or group of interconnected cathode wires. The position resolution of such a
system is primarily determined by the signal/noise ratio (s/n), and the read-out
spacing. An optimal performance in position resolution with a minimum number of
electronic channels is achieved by the subdivided charge division method. Typically
no more than three read-out channels are used to perform centroid computation to
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The position linearity of the system is determined by the uniformity of the resistance,
width of the individual strip, and matching of time constants of the electrode and the
electronics. Because the centroid finding is performed locally, the position resolution
is independent of the dimensions of the detector. The induced charge on the cathode
plane from an avalanche is spread over a localized area. The amount of charge
induced depends on the position of the avalanche, which will therefore be determined
with good accuracy.
3. Strip Cathode
The simplest geometry uses cathode strips adjacent to each other with strips widths
slightly less than the anode cathode spacing to sample the induced charge. Each of the
strips can be directly connected to a preamplifier, closely spaced wires can be
substituted as illustrated in fig. 18. With an inter-anode spacing of 1 mm, V
x
=300 µm.
On the other hand with a center of gravity method one can obtain an accuracy of the
order of 100 µm.
The second co-ordinate may be obtained in several ways. Using crossed or small
angle stereo wire-planes, can give the second co-ordinate, though limited to low
multiplicity of primary ionizations. Charge division with resistive wires and reading
both ends of the anode wires give accuracies upto 0.4 % of its length. Timing
difference between the two ends of the anode wire can also be measured and a timing
resolution V(dt) ~ 100ps gives measurement accuracies V(y) 4cm over few m. Coarse
measurements over long distances [16] have been made using these techniques. The
21
analog read-out of a wire plane combined with one or two segmented (stripped)











A v a l a n c he
Fig. 18 High accuracy two-dimensional information from a multiwire proportional
chamber.
4. Wedges and Strip Cathode
The wedge and strip cathode is a classical example of the geometrical charge division
method [17] and has evolved into several other variations.
As shown in fig. 19, electrodes A and B are wedge shaped. Their width varies linearly







Therefore the y co-ordinate of the event centroid can be determined from the ratio A-
B/A+B or A/A+B , where A and B are the electrical signals collected on electrodes A
and B respectively. Along the x-direction, the width of the electrode C increases while
that of D decreases. Therefore the x-co-ordinate of an event can be determined by the
22
ratio C-D/C+D or C/C+D.  The position linearity of the system depends critically on
the footprint of the induced charge i.e. the spread of the induced charge must cover
several groups of the wedges and strips in order to achieve a good position linearity.
It is important to keep the spacing between the anode plane and the wedge and strip
pattern cathode plane larger than the period of the pattern, so that the image of the
charge induced on the cathode plane is spread over several wedge and patterns.
This is a true two-dimensional interpolating method. However, the reconstructed
position in the direction across the anode wires suffers large modulations at a period
of the anode wire spacing. This is due to the design of the MWPC in which the
avalanches are localized near the anode wires. This limits the position resolution to
the anode pitch in the direction across the anode wires.
The large electrode capacitance limits the maximum dimension of these electrodes
due to the electronic noise. The minimum size of such electrodes is also limited by
etching techniques.
5.  Chevron Pads
Recently a lot of progress has been made in the so-called Chevron pads, sketched in .












Simple Derivatives of the MWPC
The Multistep Chamber (MSC)
Photon feedback being a nasty problem in the stable operation of gaseous detectors
with high gain, an important breakthrough came with the introduction of two step
devices [19]. A derivative of the MWPC, the MSC separates the amplification into
parts as shown schematically in fig. 21 with a low field transfer region, such that an
overall high gain is obtained in two sub-critical steps. Total gains of ~ 106 to 108 have
23
been achieved by reducing the photon feedback problem; the electron transparency of
wire meshes depends on the field ratio ED/EM.
Fig. 21
An application of the MSC is single photo electron detection where rather high gains
are needed to amplify the single electron, and obtain full efficiency.
In another variation, combining a parallel plate preamplifier and an MWPC large
combined gains in photo-sensitive gases have been obtained [20].
Thin Gap Chambers are MWPCs with specialized cathode planes of given resistivities
developed to be very fast with ~ 2 ns of rise time, and large signals 106 gain and
robust. [21]. Some other variations eg. honeycomb chambers, may be found in
literature [22].
IV Drift and diffusion of charges in gases under the
influence of an electric field
Drift and diffusion has been studied in great detail, both measurement [23] and
simulation [24], by several workers in the field.
Magnetic Field, B=0
In the absence of any external field, the electrons and ions will lose their energy due
to collisions with gas atoms, eventually reaching thermalization with
An originally localized ensemble of electrons/ions will diffuse undergoing multiple
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Fig. 22 Schematic of the transverse and longitudinal diffusion of the electrons [9]
Fig. 22 shows a scheme of the movement of electrons in low and high electric field;
and the difference in the transverse and longitudinal components of diffusion.. In the
presence of electric and magnetic fields the equation of motion is
Q(t) represents a stochastic force resulting from the multiple scattering. We are
interested only in the time averages solution, namely  velocity   v ~ constant. Q(t) can
then be replaced by a friction term
With mobility,µ,  defined as
and cylcotron frequency Z
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For the case when B is not zero, the drift velocity has three components, one parallel
to the E-field, another parallel to the B-field and one parallel to the EXB component.
In case E and B are not perpendicular then there can be two scenarios: If the electrons
in the drift gas have an ZW<<1, that is either a small B field or a short time collisions,
they follow the E-field. If wt>>1 namely large B field or longer time between
collisions, they follow the B-field. The angle that the electron makes with the
direction of E field in non-parallel E and B fields is called the Lorentz angle, D, and
may be approximated by
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Fig.  23 Drift velocities in Argon-DME mixtures [23]
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Fig. 24 Longitudinal Diffusion in Argon-Isobutane gas mixtures moving in
percentages by 10.
Mobilities of Ions
Tables and compilations exist in several references [25], the important point being
that they are rather slow as compared to electrons (~1000 times). Most "foreign" ions,
i.e. ions of other molecules than Argon, usually the noble component of the
operational gas mixture, move faster than singly ionised Argon ions do. Lighter ions
accelerate quickly and tend to scatter with minor loss of energy, Heavier ions need
more time to accelerate, but are less deviated in collisions with the drift gas. We will
return to this issue when encountering drift of ions in a TPC.






Fig. 25 Schematic of the drift and diffusion of electrons in the presence of a parallel
electric and magnetic field [9]
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When the electric field is parallel to the magnetic field the drift velocity and
longitudinal diffusion along the field is unchanged. In the transverse projection
however, the electrons are forced on circle segments with a radius of v/Z, as sketched
in fig. 25,  and the transverse diffusion is reduced by a factor
This fact has been used in designing Time Projection Chambers (TPCs) to improve
measurement accuracies over large distances.
Fig. 26 shows the drift velocity, transverse and longitudinal diffusion per cm of drift
with and without magnetic field. Typical drift velocities are ~ 5cm/µs while the ion
drift velocities are almost 1000 times smaller. Compilations of transport parameters
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Fig. 26 Transport parameters of Argon-Carbon-dioxide
The diffusion coefficient is in general a function of the electron energy and hence of
the applied external fields. In ‘cool’ gases like carbon dioxide and di-methyl ether
(DME), electrons stay thermal upto high electric fields (~2 kV/cm), and one expects a
small diffusion, while ‘hot’ gases for example argon the electrons become non-
thermal at relatively low electric fields (~ few V/cm); this results in large non-
isotropic diffusion.
For cool gases the drift velocities are small, and hence the Lorentz angle too is small;
compare the two gases shown in fig. 27. The Lorentz angles for four different values
of magnetic field perpendicular to the electric field in a detector are shown for a
1Z 2W 2
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typical  Ar-CO2 gas mixture in Fig. 28.
Fig. 27. Lorentz angle at B=1 T for Ar-CO2(90-10) and Ar-CH4 (90-10)
Fig. 28. Lorentz angles for Ar_CO2 at different magnetic fields.
29
V Large Volume Tracking
Drift Chambers (DC)
High Accuracy Drift Chambers [26] have been built and used by several experiments,
in a simple extrapolation of MWPCs by measuring the arrival time of electrons at the
sense wire relative to a start time t0. In these chambers the high field region of the
anodes is interspersed by low field region by introducing field wires in between. This
allows the electrons to drift to nearby anodes in a relatively low field, chosen to be
uniform. Anodes typically consist of doublets such that the left-right ambiguity can be
solved.
To design drift chambers capable of operating over large areas in big experiments, the
geometry is optimized such that a uniform electric field results, thus yielding little or
no dependence of the drift velocity. This results in linear space-time relations. Gas
mixtures are chosen conforming to these requirements. The spatial resolution is not
limited by the cell size as in MWPCs there are fewer wires, electronics as well as less
support structure. There has also been tremendous progress over the last decades in the
field of finite element computations both in mechanics and electrostatics of the
construction and in materials.
The spatial resolution is determined by many factors: diffusion, path fluctuations,
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Fig. 29 Measurement of spatial accuracy in a drift chamber and its components [26].
Another example of a large volume detector derived from the MWPC is the Jet
Chamber of OPAL [27] sketched in fig. 30; the measured spatial accuracy in rI for the



















































Resolution of the OPAL Jet Chamber
Fig. 31 Spatial (rI resolution measured with the OPAL Jet Chamber [27]
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EXB Effect:
This effect consists of the twisting of electron drift lines from their straight paths
towards the anode. This effect is more pronounced at the cathode plane since the field
near the cathode wires is  lower as compared to the anode, and as one sees from fig 27
the Lorentz angles are rather large at lower electric fields [28]. This effect is visible in
the plot below; fig. 32, where maximum distortion in the electron drift lines is
apparent at the cathode grid (above –thicker wires) while no effect is seen at the






























































































Electron drift lines from a track
Gas  Ar 90  , CH 4 10 , T=300 K, p=1 atm
Particle  25 equally spaced points
Fig. 32 EXB Effect
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 Time projection chamber (TPC)
Typical experiments at colliders require a hermetic 4S sensitivity in order to track all

































 Fig. 33 Schematic of a Time Projection Chamber
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y  - pad n umber (prf) ;  charge divi sion
Fig. 34 Principle of operation of a TPC
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A TPC is the ultimate form of the application of the multiwire chamber. It gives a full
3D track reconstruction as sketched in Figs. 33, conceived by D. Nygren [29], A
central electrode is held at a high potential with respect to the endplates thus ensuring
electron drift towards them in a low and uniform electric field. The X-Y information
is given from wires and segmented cathode of the MWPC read-out sectors arranged at
the endcaps of the TPC cylinder, while the Z information is given by drift time (see
fig. 34). The energy loss of each track is measured by the proportionality of the gains
at the MWPCs. The magnitude of the signal on each sense wire and cathode pad is
sampled in ~ 100 ns time interval; good resolution (~3 % rms) on the determination of
the energy loss can be obtained by taking the mean of many measurements.
 
Width of Strip Gap
Fig. 35 Field Cage in a TPC
Description of field cages and their design considerations may be found in many
references. The high voltage electrode (see  33) needs to be perfectly parallel to the
endplanes such that the field distortions are ~ 10-4 in the drift volume. (Distortions
translate into the drift volume ~ the dimension of the object producing it). Finite
element analysis programs like MAXWELL[30]  are used to compute these
distortions in the designing stage of the experiment. A field cage or potential degrader
is necessary to permit the uniform drop of the voltage from the very high (~50kV)
potential of the HV plane to the grounded endplane. Strips of metal are interspersed
with insulator to form cylinders of field cages, see  fig. 35. The NA49 experiment has
pioneered a new technique of building a field cage without insulator in between, by
using several columns of support with ribbons of aluminized mylar wound around.
The insulator can sometimes be a potential source of discharges when it charges up  in
hot spots of radiation in the experiment. The electric field near the field  cages is
usually distorted due to the finite sizes of the strips, The distortions can be well
studied in the designing stages also with simulations [31], an example is shown in
fig. 36, of the equipotenials in the region close to the strips of the field cage.
Distortions usually exist near the edges of the drift volume. With the help of lasers
ionization is created in regions of the drift volume and tracked thus mapping the
electric field with the help of well known drift velocity of electrons. More details may
be found in references [32]. Distortions due to the magnetic field are minimal since
the electric field is parallel to it; local regions may still exist. Dependence on ambient




























Using the same principle a radial TPC has been built at CERN [NA45]. With a central
cylinder as the high voltage electrode and MWPCs arranged in modules around it at a
distance of almost 1m. Here the electron drifts away from the central electrode in a 1/r
field, contrary to the almost uniform field in the traditional TPC for e.g. of ALEPH
[33]. In this cylindrical TPC, the end plates are covered by Kapton ‘field cages’ which
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Fig. 37
As discussed in the previous section, transverse diffusion is significantly reduced in
the presence of a parallel magnetic field. In Fig. 37 is shown the reduction of the
transverse diffusion as a function of the magnetic field. In argon based ‘hot’ gases this
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reduction can be upto 7 times depending on B. In experiments where the density of
the gas plays a role in the momentum resolution (multiple scattering contribution
being higher), helium or neon based gases are considered where this reduction is not
dramatic. Nevertheless, for experiments which are aimed at looking for particles with
low momenta for example high multiplicity tracking in heavy ion collisions [34]
CERES, NA49, ALICE], the contribution of multiple scattering is large, and hence a
low mass gas mixture is the best compromise. Several hundred tracks can be
reconstructed over several meters with a resolution of ~ 200 µm with the help of the
TPC and very sophisticated reconstruction algorithms [35]. Refs should be studied for
details.
Effect of pollutants and contaminants on drift
Fig. 38 Effect of the addition of water on the drift velocity in Ar-CH4 as a function of
electric field.
Fig. 38 shows measurements of drift velocity [36] exemplifying the effect of addition
of water to an argon-methane (90-10) mixture; at ~ 100 V/cm. Adding 1000 ppm of
water changes the drift velocity by 20 %, while at higher fields the change is
negligible. The change is more at higher fields for a noble gas richer mixture. An
electron capture (attachment) phenomenon has also a non-negligible electron
detachment probability, and the transport parameters may also be sensitive to this
electron slowing down mechanism. Incidentally the first paper by Biagi [24] where
the computation program was introduced exemplified the very good agreement
between this data and the calculations.
The presence of pollutants in the operating gas mixture affects the gas detector
operation as well. There are two effects: one is the modification of transport




The geometry of the MWPC is optimized in such a way that one maximizes the signal
wire coupling to the pad  from the avalanche on the anode wire. This depends on
several parameters. Field wires, inter-electrode distances and the angle of the ion drift.
 
W: Width  of  pad
D: Dis tance anode to pad
Anode wires
Fig. 39
The Pad Response Function is defined as the integrated charge over the area of the
strip. As sketched in fig 39, W/D is chosen carefully such that the signal ratio on
neighboring strips, r is high. Meaurements show when: W/D = 1  r ~ 60%, W/D = 0.5
r ~ 20%. The signal is also dependent on the position of the avalanche along the
anode, namely whether it was at the edge of a facing pad or at the center of it [37].
An exercise of signal formation is included in the following to demonstrate how the
choice of a readout geometry is dictated:
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 Fig. 40
As mentioned before, the z-co-ordinate in a TPC is given by the measurement of the
drift time. This may be estimated by simulation for designing the TPC operation close
to its goal performance. The major factors on which it depends are transverse and
longitudinal diffusion of the electrons in the gas, number and average distance
between the primary ionization clusters, angle of incident track with respect to the
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anode wire and read-out pad. In principle the electric and magnetic fields are parallel
nut there can be localized regions where this is not so, here the EXB effects come into
play. In addition, close to the anode wire, where the field is radial, the approaching
electron is constantly changing its angle with respect to the magnetic field, a gas
mixture with a small Lorentz angle is optimal. Depending on the cluster size and the
distance of the drift length, an effect called ‘declustering’ is observed namely the
obliteration of the primary clusters as they drift towards the end caps. This improves
the accuracy the larger the drift distance is!  Lastly, there is also a component of the
electronics noise to the measurement accuracy. All these components were evaluated
and the accuracy was computed for an argon-methane mixture operational in ALEPH
[38]. Plotted in Fig 40 is the measured and computed accuracy. There is also a
contribution due to the ambient conditions namely temperature and pressure which is
why in these systems they are monitored very carefully.
The dE/dx resolution is improved by a long path length due to the increased amount
of clusters from the primary ionization.  Fig. 41 shows the dE/dx resolution as a











































































































Fig. 41 dE/dx resolution of large detectors as a function of the drift depth
POSITIVE ION FEEDBACK PROBLEM and DISTORTIONS: GATING
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As seen before, avalanches at the read-out MWPC end-cap of the TPC produce
positive ions, which in the TPC case, recede towards the ‘cathode’ namely the high
voltage central electrode.  Typically these detectors operate at gains of several 103 to
104, yielding that many ions drifting back per electron. These moving positive charges
have a lower velocity, typical collection times are ~ 100 ms/m of drift. Slowly, there
is a rate dependent space charge build up in the drift volume, which eventually
distorts the electric field both in its magnitude and direction, depending on the drift
length and the drift field; the distortion being directly and inversely proportional
respectively to the two quantities [40].
To avoid this drawback, a simple grid of wires is placed in between the cathode of the
MWPC read-out, and the drift region with alternating potential between adjacent
wires. No positive ions can pass through to the drift region, nor can any electrons be
admitted into the amplification region in between interesting events. This prevents the
positive space charge build up in the drift region. Details may be found in [41]
The EXB effect is particularly important and has to be studied in the case of the TPC
readout. As seen before magnetic deflection is largest when E and B are perpendicular
and when in addition E is small. The most pronounced region of this kind is in the
proximity of the cathode wires. One can try to smoothen the field transition at the
cathode wires; vary the number of cathode wires per cell. Smoothening the field
transition is accomplished by varying the offset potential of the gate wires such that
the field in the region between gate wires and cathode wires becomes larger. When
doing this, the cathode wires cause smaller magnetic deflections, but the gate wires
are no longer neutral, and they start to cause deflections.
The Ring Cathode Chamber (RCC) [42] is a new kind of wire chamber developed
with the state of the art technology and materials. This incorporates a readout scheme
with ring shaped cathode elements thus permitting a good coupling of the signal at the
anode to the readout pad.
Here we demonstrate the gating properties with an RCC [31]. The gate here consists
of strips arranged between two cells as demonstrated in figs. 42 and 43. The offset
voltage applied such that no electrons can pass into (or positive ions can pass out of)
the active cell.
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Figs 42, Closed Ring cathode Cell
Fig. 43 Gate open for electrons in RCC
40
Fig 44. Electron Transparencies versus offset and bias gate voltage.
In order to open and close the entrance gate of the RCC, a positive or a negative bias
voltage is applied to alternating the gating electrodes, on top of a constant offset
voltage. When the bias voltage is set to 0 V, the transparency of the gate is maximal,
and the gate is said to be open. Whether all electrons reach the wire or not in this
situation depends on the offset voltage. Not all electrons reach the wire in this
situation.
Signal Weighting Field: Computations for comparing different readout
The signal weighting field is a vector field which is a superimposition of the
contributions from each electrode. Being a geometrical quantity, it is independent of
the voltage settings. Its orientation is the direction in which a moving charge induces
most current in the electrode, while its magnitude gives the current induced by a
charge moving in the direction of the weighting field.
 
HV
Fig. 45 Demonstration of the vector weighting field for a parallel plate
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Fig. 46. Demonstration of the vector weighting field for an SWPC
The mechanism to compute a signal consists in placing a charge in the sensitive
volume of the detector, thus causing a voltage shift on all the electrodes (prevented by
the voltage supply which reshuffles the charges)5. A moving charge causes currents to





Field Wire Anode Wire Field Wire
Readout Pads
Fig. 47. Schematic weighting field in a typical readout chamber
Where E
w ,
 the weighting field, given by geometry gives the direction of the maximal
current, and vd is the speed.
Both electrons and ions are moving along the electric field (assuming B=0 and V=0)
with a speed which is determined by the local E-field. The drift velocity and ion
                                                
5
 Note that the total chatge on the electrodes remains constant
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mobilities have been discussed in other sections, and are known for many chamber
gas mixtures.
Consider a traditional readout chamber geometry with anode wires in between field
wires and a simple pad readout. The weighting field is sketched in fig. 47.
The various signals that contribute to the shape of the final sinal are sketched in fig.
48. Unipolar signals arise from ions moving from an electrode that is not read: the
readout pads. Bi-polar signals are due to the ions moving between the pads, while












Charge sharing between the various electrodes can also be studied, especially when
designing a readout such that the charge is maximized  on th ereadout electrode. A
summary of one such study is shown in table 2 for several diferent experiments [43].
The two columns show that charge coupling to the readout element integrated within
100 ns, a typical shaping time for the readout electronics. (Also shown for 0 ns). One
can clearly see the reason for the circular pad of the RCC readout.
Table 2
LAYOUT t = 0 ns  (%) T=100 ns (%)
ALEPH 22 17
ALEPH (with field wires) 37 33
NA 49 27 18
NA 49 (with Field Wires) 40 33
CERES 44 37
STAR Inner 45 37
STAR Outer 36 32
RCC 95 94
Passive gates have also been studied [44] which depend on a high magnetic field





 Fig. 49 (b) Examples of aged wires with deposits [45]
Gas detector aging is a very complex process and has been the subject of intensive
research over the last few decades [46]. During the avalanche formation, a micro
plasma discharge results inside the gas volume in the high fields close to the wire.
This may result in one or a combination of the following: decomposition of chamber
gas and possible contaminants, highly active radicals with dipole moments,
polymerization and resistive carbon or silicon based deposits on the anodes and
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cathodes. On the anode this results in a non-uniform increase of diameter, with the
electrons stranded on its surface. The resulting field around the anode in much
reduced and inhomogeneous, as a consequence the gain is dependent on the rate. On
the cathode strong dipoles are formed by the ions deposited on top of the surface
deposits and their mirror charges resulting in Malter effect namely the field emission
of electrons and higher dark current. This, in combination with the anode deposits can
lead to sparking which in turn can lead to corrosion and eventually even evaporation
of the electrodes. The aging rate is a function of the relative amplitude loss: Specific
Aging R, (in %/C/cm) can be estimated from: ’A/A = RQ/l where A is the Gain of
the detector, Q the accumulated charge and l the length of the wire.
R can vary from negligible values ~ 10 (Ar/C2H6 50-50) to catastrophic values > 106
(CH4 + 0.1% TMAE), nevertheless an R < 100 is considered as moderate aging.
Aging can be minimized by careful material selection and cleanliness during chamber
construction, chamber geometry and operation and by using aging resistant gases. A
small admixture of water increases the surface conductivity of the anode; alcohols
like methylal have good quenching capabilities. They reduce lateral avalanche
propagation and effectively suppress polymerization. Clean gas systems with no PVC
or teflon tubes or silicon oil bubblers are also helpful in reducing the problems related
to aging. Many references [46-48] give a list of materials/contaminants and their
effects on gas detector operation, some materials tested are appended in table 3 taken
from [49] below as an example.
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VI Limitations in wire chambers and future perspectives
We have seen that the sense wire spacing places a limit on the measurement accuracy
of the MWPC, as well as on the two-track resolution being of the order of 1 mm. The
maximum permissible length of the wire is also dominated by electrostatic and
mechanical constraints such that the maximum stable length l
c
 is given by:
l
c




and is of the order of 10 cm for s = 1 mm.
The width of the cathode induced charge or the pad response function is limited by
the geometry thus limiting the two-track resolution. The ion induced long tails of the
signals also limit the two-track resolution in the co-ordinate given by drift time. The
space charge accumulated around the wire due to the previous avalanches is not
cleared up due to the slowly moving positive ions. This results in a variation
(reduction) of the local field, and therefore in a rate dependent reduction of the gain.
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Fig. 50
Neverthless for large, several tens of m2, and cheap tracking systems wire chambers are still
the most robust and reliable detectors. In the last decade thanks to advances in
photolithography and wet etching techniques, many of the aforesaid limitations have been
overcome by the new generation of micropattern detectors which have been described in
the review article [50].
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